We propose an approach for vehicle localization in dense urban environments using a stereoscopic system and a GPS sensor. Stereoscopic system is used to capture the stereo video flow, to recover the environments, and to estimate the vehicle motion based on feature detection, matching, and triangulation from every image pair. A relative depth constraint is applied to eliminate the tracking couples which are inconsistent with the vehicle ego-motion. Then the optimal rotation and translation between the current and the reference frames are computed using an RANSAC based minimization method. Meanwhile, GPS positions are obtained by an on-board GPS receiver and periodically used to adjust the vehicle orientations and positions estimated by stereovision. The proposed method is tested with two real sequences obtained by a GEM vehicle equipped with a stereoscopic system and a RTK-GPS receiver. The results show that the vision/GPS integrated trajectory can fit the ground truth better than the vision-only method, especially for the vehicle orientation. And vice-versa, the stereovision-based motion estimation method can correct the GPS signal failures (e.g., GPS jumps) due to multipath problem or other noises.
Introduction
Autonomous vehicle navigation and unmanned driving (e.g., localization, path planning, obstacle avoidance, etc.) have became important research areas in recent years. How to accurately localize the vehicle is one of the key issues for all these functions. Satellites-based navigation systems (e.g., GPS and Galileo) have been the most popular tools for outdoor vehicle global localization and navigation. It is a kind of absolute localization strategies that calculates the traveling distances of satellite signals from at least four visible satellites to on-board receivers, then uses trilateration method to compute the position of receivers. They can provide accurate positions in the long term, but as the signals are affected by atmospheric conditions, satellite positions, radio signal noises, and so forth, the accuracy in the short term is only to a few meters. Although the Real-Time Kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS) can deliver position up to centimeter accuracy, it does not work well anymore in some particular dense urban environments (e.g., urban canyons), as the satellite signals might be blocked or reflected by tall buildings. Insufficient satellites number or the multipath problem will decrease the availability on the position accuracy. Furthermore, the nonstationary noise of GPS might affect the GPS observation model.
In order to compensate the GPS problems, other types of methods are often added to provide accurate and robust vehicle localization. It permits to obtain the current position of vehicle based on its relative motion from the previous position. For example, the wheel encoder-based odometry can localize the vehicle by measuring the traveling distance and the elementary rotation. Nevertheless, wheel odometrybased localization suffers from wheel slippage in rock areas or muddy areas or from bad wheel radius estimation. Another kind of dead-reckoning-based localization approach is IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). It achieves the purpose by measuring the 3D accelerations and 3D orientations of vehicle at every instant. Computer vision-based visual odometry methods have also been used in a lot of projects, even on Mars [1] as dead-reckoning localization method. Using laser or camera can effectively help to percept the environment, then assist vehicle localization and navigation by continuously mapping the real world and estimating the 2 International Journal of Vehicular Technology relative vehicle motion. In outdoor environment, vehicle dynamic computation and scenery modeling make the use of vision method very challenging, especially for large-scale cases. Suddenly appearing pedestrians or moving vehicles will generate points with relative motion from the vehicle. Natural landmarks in areas with amount of repeating textures (e.g., trees, fences) also make the use of vision complicated. All these dead-reckoning methods can provide good accuracy in the short term; however, the trajectory will drift in the long term as errors accumulate from point to point.
In the absence of an ideal sensor for localization, an efficient solution is to integrate the absolute localization sensor GPS and other sensors together, and to take advantages of the best characteristics of every sensor. As in dense urban environments, there are amounts of visual landmarks, the vision-based method can supply both localization and mapping information. Cameras are often employed because they are less expensive and lighter than laser scanning system. In this paper, we integrate a stereoscopic system and a RTK-GPS sensor together. Stereovision is used to perform 3D reconstruction and to estimate camera motion. Stereovision method is adopted in our system because the baseline between left and right cameras is already known by calibration, thus the scale of Euclidean reconstruction is directly provided. At the same time, the precision of GPS position measurement is checked at a regular interval. Accurate GPS positions are used to adjust the vision-based vehicle trajectory and 3D maps. When the GPS signals cannot be received or only get signals without high precision, only vision-based method is used. Considering the errors and uncertainties during the whole process, several 2D and 3D outlier rejection strategies are adopted for the motion estimation, such as a relative depth constraint for the tracking step.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 makes a review of the vision and multisensor-based localization methods. Section 3 introduces the proposed method. Section 4 presents the used stereoscopic system, 3D landmark reconstruction, feature tracking, and robust outlier rejection mechanism. Section 5 details the camera egomotion estimation by stereovision-only method and the integration with accurate GPS positions. Section 6 presents the proposed mapping and localization results with the data acquired by a real electrical vehicle equipped with a stereoscopic sensor and a RTK-GPS receiver. Finally some conclusions and future perspectives are presented in Section 7.
Related Work
As our system is largely relying on the computer vision system, we will firstly make a review of two kinds of computer vision-based localization methods depending on whether the environment 3D model is known or not (with predefined model or simultaneously constructed model). Then, we concentrate on the stereovision-based visual odometry method. Finally, some existed localization methods using multisensor integration are presented.
The first vision-based localization approach is with a predefined model. It is realized by manually driving the vehicle (or mobile robot) along a desired path as the learning phase, then building an accurate 3D map of the environment (together with the corresponding camera motion) from learning sequence. After that, this model is used to locate and navigate the vehicle in real time. Such as in [2, 3] , a single forward-looking camera with no calibration is used to build the model by structure from motion method. But as the baseline between two instants is unknown, the scale factor of reconstruction is ambiguous and should be estimated by entering the path length of the GPS trajectory as the last step. In [4] , Lothe et al. propose to use a coarse 3D model of the environment (like GIS database), bundle adjustment, and some geometric constraints to align the reconstruction scale. However, if more than one camera are provided, the scale and scene geometry of the environment can be directly recovered through triangulation of the 3D points, such as Se et al. [5] and Nogueira et al. [6] use binocular vision method to build the 3D model. For both two methods, a final bundle adjustment (with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) is inevitable in order to refine the 3D coordinates and camera positions. And for the localization part, tracking the predefined model and searching for the corresponding key frames are still time-consuming and troublesome.
The second approach is the well-known simultaneous localization and mapping method (SLAM). It is a technique that can map the environment and localize the vehicle at the same time [7] . And it can be divided into two kinds of methods.
(1) The classic SLAM is with a camera motion model and based on probabilistic method using filtering [8] . The prediction of mobile motion is firstly obtained by motion model/vehicle dynamics, then the mean and covariance matrices of state vector (composed of vehicle and 3D landmarks positions) are corrected by observed natural or man-made landmarks.
(2) The vision-based SLAM can be separated as visual SLAM and visual odometry. Visual SLAM estimates the vehicle trajectory by matching features between a live map of the scene structure and the current image [9] . Visual odometry was first proposed by Nistér et al. in [10] . It estimates the path of cameras by continuously calculating the relative egomotion between images from the video flow, without any prior knowledge of the scene or a predefined motion model. We can also call it egomotion estimation. Features are detected and matched (or tracked) between pairs of frames, then the estimates of camera motion are produced from the corresponding features using 3D/2D [10] or 3D/3D [11] methods. Both monocular and stereoscopic systems are adopted to the ground vehicle localization: monocular omnidirectional camera which can give 360 degrees panoramic view of the surroundings is used in [12, 13] for wider range of view and better depth precision. Binocular vision [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] is used for the advantages of reconstruction. Some efforts are employed to reject outliers in the matching and tracking steps [19, 20] . Multicameras rig are also considered [21] [22] [23] to avoid 3D motion recovery ambiguity due to the small field of view and small depth variation in the field of view.
As there is no global optimization for the second visionbased method, the localization accuracy decreases as the [27] . Therefore, in our proposed approach, GPS and stereoscopic system are integrated together. Stereovision-based visual odometry method is used to estimate the vehicle egomotion at every instant, and the absolute localization GPS sensor is applied as the measurements to adjust the vehicle trajectory.
Methodology
Our proposed method is composed of three principal parts: 3D landmarks reconstruction, vision-based vehicle trajectory estimation, and motion-adjusting with accurate GPS positions. The flowchart is shown in Figure 1 .
First of all, based on a video sequence from a stereoscopic system, image features are detected (Section 4.2) and matched (Section 4.3) for the initial stereo pair, then reconstructed into 3D space and stored as 3D landmarks after outlier elimination (Section 4.4).
After that key features are tracked (Section 4.5) in the subsequent images and used to estimate the camera motion. Two possible tracking methods could be chosen.
(a) To detect features in every stereo frame, then track them in the next frame. As two adjacent stereo pairs are always captured at two close positions, though feature tracking is practicable, vehicle motion estimation might not be very accurate as the reconstructed 3D positions for the same 3D object obtained at two instants do not change a lot.
(b) To select some image frames as reference, detect the key features in the reference frames, then track these features from the reference to the current frame and estimate the camera motion. Though the motion estimation problem sounds to be solved, feature tracking is a big challenge when two frames are captured at different positions with large distance.
Thus, we propose to make use of the advantages of these two methods: feature tracking is used between adjacent stereo pairs, while motion estimation is used between reference stereo pairs. The first stereo pair is selected as the initial reference. Features in the reference stereo pair are tracked across several frames till the number or distribution conditions of features cannot be satisfied. Then the stereo pair before current frame is selected as the new reference. The previous steps will be repeated till the end of the sequence. With the reconstructed 3D points obtained by detected image features and tracked features, the relative camera motion between current and reference stereo pairs is estimated by a 3D transformation with RANSAC-based least square method (Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3).
Finally, GPS positions are used to adjust the vision-based vehicle positions. It is necessary to check if they are accurate or fault by calculating the covariance matrices of GPS positions according to NMEA GST sentences (Section 5.4). If accurate GPS positions are available, they are used to adjust the camera positions. For the other part where accurate GPS signals cannot be received, only vision method is used. As the approach is based on stereovision, the considered stereoscopic system is briefly introduced in the next part.
3D Landmarks Reconstruction and Tracking by Stereovision
Local 3D reconstruction and feature tracking based on rectified stereo images consists in four steps. At first, key features are separately extracted from the left and right images. Then, the correspondences are established under constraints. After that, the Z-depth and X, Y coordinates of the 3D points relative with current camera frame are estimated. Finally, key features in the reference stereo pair are tracked across several frames till the number or distribution conditions cannot be satisfied, the reference stereo pair is reinitialized, and the previous steps are repeated till the end of the sequence.
Stereoscopic System.
A stereoscopic system is composed of two digital cameras C 1 and C 2 . It permits to obtain two images of the same scene from two different perspectives simultaneously [28] . For the general stereoscopic systems, cameras are separately calibrated to obtain their intrinsic parameters, and also the relative position and orientation between the two cameras. Then the stereo images are rectified with known system parameters such that the general system can be transformed to an ideal stereovision system as in Figure 2 , with camera focal length f , principal point (c x , c y ) and baseline T connecting the optical centers C 1 and C 2 . Given a 3D scene point Q{Q x , Q y , Q z } in the world coordinate system, it can be projected into two image points q{x, y} and q {x , y }, respectively, on the left and right image planes, while q and q are defined from their own image coordinate systems associated with the left and right cameras.
Features Extraction.
In the 3D reconstruction literature, Harris corners [29] are often used as feature detector. However, they are sensitive to the changes of image scale, point of view, and illumination and cannot resist well to the noise. In order to obtain a good result of matching and tracking, the extracted features and descriptors must be robust and distinctive under various conditions (e.g., different light conditions, distances, or angles of view). Therefore in this article, the SURF features [30] are extracted from left and right images, then matched by the descriptors.
The SURF algorithm is composed of three steps. (1) Scale spaces are implemented as image pyramids. The layers are obtained by filtering the image with gradually bigger masks, taking into account the discrete nature of integral images and the specific structure of the filters. (2) Given a point x = (x, y) in an image I, the determinant of approximated Hessian matrix H(x, δ) in x at scale δ is calculated; then, a nonmaximum suppression in a 3 * 3 * 3 neighborhood is applied to localize interest points in the image over scales. (3) After that, the descriptors of SURF features are estimated based on pixel properties. It describes a distribution of Haarwavelet responses within the interest point neighborhood.
Features Matching.
Image feature matching is to measure the similarity between two features, then to find a list of corresponding feature couples between two images. In order to realize the matching, we can use several methods based on the nature of pixel information or descriptors.
The descriptor vectors can be matched based on a distance between the vectors (e.g., Mahalanobis distance, Euclidean distance). In this article, the SURF vectors with smallest Euclidean distance are considered as the corresponding features. Though the descriptors-based feature matching is very reliable, some false correspondences are still unavoidable. So after finding the closest corresponding features by SURF descriptors, ZNCC (Zero-mean normalized cross correlation) constraint and several geometric constraints are used to check the similarity of gray values between two features,
where W is the matching window centered around the image feature point; here, we choose the window size as 13 * 13;
is the intensity of pixel within the window and I 1 is the average intensity of the window in the left image; I 2 (u, v) is the intensity of pixel within the window and I 2 is the average intensity of the window in the right image. For ZNCC, larger value indicates a closer relationship. In order to improve the matching precision and computation time, some other geometric constraints are considered to reduce the search space and to refine the matching result.
(a) Epipolar constraint: for one image feature, its corresponding feature in another image must be within the relative epipolar line. For the rectified image pairs, the epipolar line is simplified as it is parallel to the horizontal scanlines. (b) Maximum and minimum disparity constraint:
according to the maximum and minimum depth of 3D objects, the disparity range can be estimated. International Journal of Vehicular Technology
(c x , c y )
(e) Ordering constraint: for corresponding couples m ↔ m and n ↔ n , the position (left or right) of m with respect to n and the position of m with respect to n should be the same.
(f) Inverse matching (mutual checking): for every potential feature correspondence, taking the corresponding feature (x left − disparity, y) in the right image as reference, search for its corresponding feature in the left image. If the same left image feature could be found, the matching result can be considered as an inlier.
Local 3D Reconstruction of Reference Stereo Pair

3D Landmark Reconstruction of Reference Pair.
When the geometric arrangement of the stereoscopic system is known, the local 3D position Q(Q x , Q y , Q z ) of a point relative to the camera center can be recovered based on its corresponding image SURF features [28] . Typically, for a rectified stereoscopic system, the x-disparity information are directly used to reconstruct the 3D points. But due to the influence of various noises, the left and right rays passing through camera centers and corresponding features might not intersect at the same 3D point. The alternative method is to obtain the left and right rays separately based on the image features, find the shortest segment that connects these two rays, and take the middle point of this segment as the corresponding 3D position. Let r 1 (resp., r 2 ) be the unit vector that connects the left (resp., right) camera center C 1 (resp., C 2 ) and corresponding left (resp., right) image feature q (resp., q ), Q 1 and Q 2 the endpoints of the shortest line segment connecting these two rays [1] . T is the baseline between C 1 and C 2 , then
and the relative distance between the 3D point and the two camera centers can be written as
while
then the coordinates of the 3D point Q can be obtained as
We make a comparison of the reconstruction results by this middle-point method and the direct triangulation method with only x-disparity (III.B). In Figure 3 , with the same feature correspondences, the Z-depth obtained by direct triangulation method is considered as the xcoordinates, and the corresponding Z-depth obtained by middle-point method illustrated above is considered as the y-coordinates. As in Figure 3(a) , the Z-depth obtained by two methods seem to be the same. But when we zoom in, it demonstrates that when the point depth increases, the difference between the two methods grows: when the depth is less than 2 meters, the difference is all less than 4 * 10 −3 m as in Figure 3(b) ; it increases to about 0.1 m when the depth increases to 8 meters as in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) , when the depth increases to 20 m, the difference grows to about 0.6 m. Such reconstruction errors cannot be neglected. That is why we employed the middle-point triangulation method in this article though the computation is more complex.
After that, the distribution of image features in reference stereo pair is calculated as distribut reference by dividing the left image plane into a series of 24 × 24 squares and calculating the number of squares that contain the key features. 
Elimination of Landmarks with High Uncertainty.
In order to achieve accurate navigation over long distances, errors in landmark matching and reconstruction processes must have a very small effect on every motion estimation step. Sources of 3D landmark outliers vary from the inaccurate camera calibration and physical image noise to the detection of features and matching errors, these will lead to some 3D points that do not really exist. When these landmarks are used, there is no doubt that the result would be ruined. Thus, we need to eliminate the 3D points that are less precise [31] . For a given stereo system with fixed intrinsic and extrinsic parameters (baseline), during the 3D reconstruction procedure, using the direct triangulation model
the relationship of depth and disparity can be written as:
Though the uncertainty induced by triangulation is not a simple scalar function of distance to the point as it is also skewed and oriented [32] , we can note that the influence for the same uncertainty of disparity will become greater as the depth increases, and the accuracy of the depth estimation will decrease. Therefore, in our experiments, reconstructed 3D points with negative depth or with depth over 50 meters are eliminated. After eliminating the 3D outliers, 3D landmarks of reference stereo frames are stored. In the future work, we will take into account other factors for more accurate estimation. flow by detecting the features in the first frame and then using a tracking method to track these features and to obtain their position in the current frame. As the geometric relationship between consecutive frames is unknown, both the computation of epipolar line and the use of ZNCC are method are time consuming; thus we choose Kanade-LucasTomasi feature tracker [33] to track the key features.
Multiframes-Based
2D features in the reference stereo pair are tracked across several frames until the number or distribution conditions of tracked features cannot be satisfied. The first stereo pair is selected as the initial reference stereo frame. When a new stereo pair is captured, the previous matched key features are separately tracked in the left and right images. During the tracking process, when false tracking occurs, there must be some mechanisms to detect and discard them. Four constraints are applied. Furthermore, a new relative depth constraint is added. When the vehicle moves in rigid and static environment, the changes of estimated depths relative to the camera frames t and t + 1 should be almost the same for all the reconstructed 3D points according to
.
Therefore, the mean and standard deviation of relative depth changes are calculated for all the tracked couples, and the couples whose depth deviation is more than 3 times of the standard deviation are discarded. This method can be used to eliminate some dynamic objects in the environment with a different velocity, for example, pedestrians, other moving vehicles, and so forth. After obtaining the tracked features in the left and right frames, the distribution of features in the current stereo frame is calculated as distribut tracking . Then, the 3D position of tracked image features in current camera coordinate system is estimated.
Reference Stereo Pair Selection and Updating.
As the camera moves, some features may move out of the field of view and some will be rejected as outliers; only features that can be tracked by the previous frame will be tracked sequentially. Thus, this feature number will decrease across the frames. The proposed reference stereo pair selection and updating mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4 . For accurate pose estimation, enough features number and spatial distribution should be ensured. If the matched points number of the reference stereo pair is d, the number threshold of tracked points is set as Threshold number = d * 60%; when sometimes the number d is too small, this threshold is set to 10. Then, we check the spatial distribution of tracked feature pairs with a threshold as Threshold distribut = (distribut reference * 60%). If the number or distribution is less than the threshold, the previous stereo pair is selected as new reference stereo pair, then SURF features are detected and the previous procedures are repeated. If two frames are consecutive, but the tracked number is less than the threshold, we still use the previous frame as reference.
At the same time, the detected features in the new reference stereo pair are compared with those of the previous reference pair, and the new appeared landmarks are added into the 3D model.
Vehicle Egomotion Estimation
Vision-Based Relative Motion Estimation.
Assume that the ground is plane, the camera motion can be represented by X-Z coordinates and yaw angle θ. For two corresponding point sets {Q
while N is the number of corresponding points) obtained at the current camera coordinate system t + 1 and the reference coordinate system, the two point sets can be related by
where R is a standard 2 * 2 rotation matrix
sin(θ) cos(θ) , T(T x , T z ) is a 2D translation vector, and V i is the noise vector. To find the optimal transformation [R, T] that transforms the previous set onto current set, it requires to minimize the residual error
With the assumption that the environment is rigid, the centroid of two point sets should be the same
This equation is minimized when the last term is maximized. This is equivalent to maximizing the trace (RH), the cost expression is written as The best rotation in the least squares sense can be found by SVD (singular value decomposition) of matrix H = UDV T as Arun et al.'s solution [34] together with Umeyama's complement [35] for some degenerated cases:
Then, rotation matrix can be obtained by R = VSU T . The translation vector T is: 
Iterative Motion Estimation by RANSAC. Some 3D
points with large depth uncertainty are already rejected before motion estimation, then RANSAC [36] is used for a more precise estimation of the model parameters. It achieves the goal by iteratively selecting a random subset of three tracked image points in current frame (left), triangulating the points, and then generating one camera motion hypothesis R and T. Inliers are determined by transforming the reconstructed points in reference coordinate system into current camera system based on the new motion hypothesis and then calculating the Euclidean difference between the two 3D positions, the best hypothesis is the one with the largest number of inliers. And after that, the final solution can be obtained by using the largest inlier subset.
To ensure that the randomly selected three points distribute well in the image, every two image features must have a distance large than the square size 24. The other parameters are dynamically chosen according to [37] : for a probability of 95% that a point (correspondence) is an inlier, the distance threshold to determine whether a point correspondence is an inlier is set as 6 * δ 2 , where δ is the standard deviation of measurements; the number of sampling times N sample is dynamically estimated by N sample = log(1 − p)/ log(1 − (1 − ) s ) to ensure a probability p that at least one of the random samples of 3 points is free from outliers, while p is set as 0.99, and is the percentage of outliers, where = 1 − (number inliers )/(number points ).
Global Camera Motion Based on Incremental Procedures.
Taking the first camera position as the origin of global coordinate system, the global motion of every camera position and the global 3D landmarks can be obtained based on the reference stereo pair 
Vehicle Trajectory Estimation by Integration of GPS and Vision Data
Uncertainty of GPS Position.
In the urban environment, GPS suffers from multipath problems, and the nonstationary of the GPS measurement noise affects the observation model. As GPS points are in a known coordinate system, the linear observation equation is in the form
while the GPS observation (x gps , z gps ) is provided by GPS position measurement and β gps is the measurement noise. As GPS measurements are affected by many independent noise sources, assume that the position vector P = [P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ] has a Gaussian distribution, the covariance matrix Q gps k of every GPS position error can be estimated by
While δ x,gps and δ z,gps are the standard deviations of the estimation error of x and z as observed in the x-z plane, ρ is the spatial correlation coefficient, and ϕ is the orientation of semimajor axis of error ellipse in degrees from true North. δ x,gps , δ z,gps , and ϕ can be obtained by the Standard National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) sentence "GST", and ρ can be calculated by
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Integration of GPS and Vision
Position. Two sensor systems should be under the same timing system and coordinate system. As mentioned before, the initial vehicle position is considered as the origin of the global system. The GPS trajectory is translated into the vision system by transforming the corresponding initial GPS position to {0, 0}. Then, based on the first 30 positions, the vision-based trajectory is rotated such that its forward direction is the same as the GPS trajectory, Suppose that during some periods the GPS data cannot be received, only the vision based method is used to estimate the camera motion. At the same time, the precision of GPS position is checked once every 50 GPS positions (or the other regular interval) according to the NMEA GPGST sentence by calculating the covariance matrix of GPS position. If it is accurate, GPS data is used to adjust the trajectory obtained by cameras, including the vehicle orientation and the position. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed localization method, two video sequences with ground-truth were tested.
Experimental Results
The proposed approach was implemented in C and C++, with the Open Source Computer Vision library OpenCV and the public domain linear algebra package LAPACK. As shown in Figure 5 , our experimental GEM vehicle is equipped with a stereoscopic Bumblebee XB3 camera (5 Hz) and a Magellan ProFlex500 RTK-GPS (10 Hz) receiver. They are mounted on the roof of the vehicle.
The RTK-GPS receiver can achieve up to 1 cm accuracy in an horizontal plane. Cameras are calibrated and images are rectified. The Bumblebee XB3 has three collinear cameras, with 0.12 m distance apart from each other. Every image has a resolution of 1280 * 960. The left and right cameras are used as a stereoscopic system with baseline 0.24 m. GPS and image data are stored under the same computer together with their stored times. Then, the synchronization of the two sensor systems are achieved by associating their saving times.
GPS Transformation.
As GPS provides longitude and latitude information in Earth frame, the GPS positions obtained from NMEA GPGLL sentences are projected from WGS84 system to Extended Lambert II coordinate system that covers the region of Belfort (http://professionnels.ign .fr/ficheProduitCMS.do?idDoc=5352513). Then, they are translated into the vision frame by transforming the corresponding initial GPS position to {0, 0}. GPS positions could then be shown in an XY geographical coordinate system and compared with the vision-based results. After that, based on the initial vehicle orientation obtained by VO and GPS, the vision-based trajectory is rotated such that its forward direction is the same as the GPS trajectory. The transformed RTK-GPS trajectory will be served as the ground-truth to evaluate the performance of the proposed visual odometry method and RTK-GPS/VO integrated method.
Feature Detection and Landmarks Reconstruction Results.
In this part, we illustrate the results of 3D mapping as explained in Section 4. At first a new pair of images are captured by the calibrated stereoscopic system on-board; then, the SURF features are extracted from the two images; after that, the SURF features are matched by the descriptors. Then, ZNCC and some geometric constraints are used to eliminate the bad matching results. We select one image pair from the real sequence and show the results of every step of the reconstruction method in Figure 6 . Extracted features number in left image is 1048, in right image is 1142, and the stereo matched points number is 334, distribution score is 225, so the new 3D points are 334. Such quantity of points is sufficient for the 3D reconstruction. They are reconstructed into 3D space as landmarks.
Then, these matched features are tracked in the next image pair. The tracking result is shown in Figure 7 . The bottom image pair is the reference images pair, yellow points indicate the detected features, and red features are the ones that could be tracked; the above image pair is the tracked image pair, the yellow points are the positions of tracked features in current frame, and the changes of feature positions are demonstrated by red lines. The number of tracked features in left image is 332, the number of initial tracked features in right image is 320, and after the 2D outlier elimination, the number of remaining tracked features is 299, so the number of tracked feature couples is 299, and the distribution score for current left frame is 207. Then, these features are also reconstructed, and used to estimate vehicle motion.
Localization Result: First Experiment.
The first sequence was captured in May, 2010, at Belfort, France. In Figure 8 , the RTK-GPS trajectory is presented with blue line on Google Earth. The total length of GPS trajectory is about 290 m.
Stereovision Method-Based
Results. At first, we estimated the vehicle trajectory only with stereovision method. The vision-based trajectory was transformed to the same coordinate system as RTK-GPS. As illustrated in Figure 13(a) , the blue line and red line indicate the vehicle trajectories separately obtained by RTK-GPS and stereovision method. The trajectory obtained by stereovision is 251.4 m, with 13.43% error of the total length. The vision-only method works well at short term, but as the errors accumulate gradually, the trajectory drifts. As every GPS position was associated with a vision position by their closest saving time, the differences of vehicle positions in both X and Z directions are shown in Figure 13 (c). The errors increase progressively, with mean error as 25.87 m and standard deviation as 17.05 m. We also compute the yaw angle of the vehicle at every instant. As no IMU sensor was incorporated in our system, the ground truth of yaw angles was approximated by calculating the angles between two subsequent GPS positions though they are very rough. The difference of orientation is shown in Figure 13 (e), with mean error as 7.27
• and standard deviation as 14.10 • .
GPS/Vision Integrated
Method. Then, we tested the same sequence with integration method of GPS and stereovision. Based on the NMEA GPGLL sentences of GPS, GPS positions could be obtained at every instants. As no GPGST sentences are stored for this sequence, we adjusted the visionbased vehicle trajectory once every 50 GPS positions: both of the GPS orientation and position were given to the vision point. The GPS and adjusted vision trajectory are shown in Figure 13 (b) with blue and red lines, respectively. It illustrates that the vision trajectory (red) can fit the GPS trajectory (blue) better than the stereovision-only method, especially for the orientation. As in Table 1 , the GPS/Vision integration method-based trajectory is 294.48 m, so the difference is 1.41%. The difference in X and Z direction are compared Figure 13(d) . We can see that most of the position differences in x and z direction are both less than 2 m, with mean error of position as 1.12 m and standard deviation as 0.87 m. The mean error of orientation difference is 1.70
• and standard deviation as 12.71
• . The result is more precise than the vision-only method.
Localization Result: Second Experiment.
Another sequence was captured in September, 2010, at Belfort, France. The vehicle was driven in an industrial area where there are buildings around as shown in Figure 9 . The sequence is longer than the first one. It comprises 1800 stereo pairs. The RTK-GPS trajectory is presented with magenta line on Google Earth. Trajectory distance measured by RTK-GPS was about 651.78 m, with direct lines and four big turns with about 90
• .
Stereovision Method-Based Results.
In this section, we compared the trajectory obtained by 3D visual odometry (with Tx, Ty, Tz and yaw, pitch and roll angles) and 2D visual odometry (with only Tx, Tz and yaw). The 3D trajectory was projected onto X-Z plane and compared with the 2D trajectory obtained under ground plane assumption. Suppose that the ground is flat, the comparison of traveling distances for two methods can be seen in Table 2 . As shown in Figure 10 (b), both the trajectories obtained by 2D and 3D visual odometry drift gradually. Though the 3D odometry seems better than the 2D method on X-Z plane, the final absolute altitude by 3D visual odometry is unrealistic. For a travel about 700 m, the final altitude was about −30 m as shown in Figure 10 (a). Thus, in the following part, 2D visual odometry and GPS are integrated to obtain a more accurate estimation on X-Z plane. The problem of accumulated error of altitude will be studied later by the combination of INS sensor for more precise angle measurements. As mentioned in the previous part, the vehicle orientation estimated by the GPS position is not very accurate as the GPS signals jump sometimes. For this sequence, the NMEA GPVTG sentences are also stored. The parameter COG (orientation with respect to the True North) can be used to calculate the yaw angle of vehicle. In Figure 11 , we compare the orientation directly obtained by GPS positions and GPVTG sentences. It shows that some large jumps exist for the GPS position-based method, so we use the COG orientation as ground truth. The difference of stereovisionbased vehicle orientation and the ground truth is shown in Figure 14 (e). With mean error as 10.59
• and standard deviation as 6.45
International Journal of Vehicular Technology stereovision. The first step is to check that whether the GPS signals can be received or not. If they are received, the precision of every GPS position is checked by covariance matrices based on NMEA GPGST sentences. If the first parameter of covariance matrix is less than 10 meters, this GPS position is used to adjust the stereovision-based trajectory. Results are shown in Figure 14 
Simulation of GPS Mask.
A GPS mask about 50 measurements (the distance and time corresponding to 50 GPS measurements were 26.5 m and 7 s) was simulated in this section. No GPS signals were provided during the GPS masked areas, and only vision-based method was used. The result shows that during the process whereby there are GPS outages, the vision-based method can continue to estimate the vehicle positions. As shown in Figure 12 , the red crosses indicate the vehicle positions when GPS measurements are available, and the green crosses indicate the vehicle positions when GPS signals are masked. It illustrates that the stereovision method can well estimate the vehicle motion at every instant. Thus, when accurate GPS position is not available (e.g., GPS jumps), the stereovision method can provide precise estimation in short term.
Conclusions and Future Works
7.1. Conclusions. We present a stereovision and GPS integrated method for 3D scenery mapping and vehicle localization in dense urban environments. This method is based on feature detection, matching and tracking, and construction of 3D environment and vehicle motion by integration of accurate GPS positions and stereovision. The integration of GPS can reduce the error accumulation of stereovision based visual odometry, especially for the large yaw errors in areas with less distinctive features (high way or a lot of repeating textures such as trees, etc.). And vice versa, the stereovisionbased motion estimation can correct the inaccurate GPS measurements, for example, due to the multipath problem.
Future Works.
As future works, we plan to incorporate other sensors into our system, such as using IMU to provide orientation and velocity, and using scanning laser range finders to perform mapping in large-scale environment. In this paper, during the test, the buildings and other objects are not far away from the vehicle, and enough features could be detected and tracked during the sequence. But if the vehicle quickly changes the orientation, or when the scenery objects in FOV are far away, or when the illumination is too strong or shadow exists, or on cloudy days, the detected features and tracked features might not be enough. If the tracked number is less than 3, the only use of stereovision-based egomotion method cannot work, thus in our future works, GPS position will not only be used to adjust the vision-based vehicle trajectory, but also be integrated to provide the vehicle position when vision becomes invalid using interpolation or motion model. Besides, in this paper, we assume that the ground is plane without considering the altitude, we will try to solve the 6DOF camera motion problem.
